
Be part of our drive
to raise awareness and
fight cancer

Help us to support
children women, and
men affected by
cancer

IMPACT
CANSA

FOR

072 197 9305 English and Afrikaans
071 867 3530 Xhosa, Zulu, Sotho and Siswati

Toll-free 0800 22 66 22
www.cansa.org.za
Toll-free 0800 22 66 22
www.cansa.org.za

Find out more

on CANSA's website



“A cause related marketing  (CRM) partnership can be an opportunity

for innovation and competitive advantage. The CANSA brand is

currently respected, a powerful brand that companies and

personalities want to associate with. In a partnership with your

company, we will nurture your brand as we nurture our cause.”

Sign up your products or services

and be part of our campaigns

By signing up as a CANSA Partner your company/business:

� Helps us to support those affected by cancer in a sustainable manner

� % or specified amount of sales of product(s) donated to CANSA on monthly,

quarterly or annual basis

� Application with details of product and approval obtained

� CRM contract in place for specified period

� CRM partnership nurtured by relationship manager

� Monthly, quarterly or annual review of product(s) income generated

Benefits of signing up as a CRM Partner:

� Boost your brand visibility and be present on our CANSA website, social media

platforms, newsletters

� CRM partnership launch and media release

� Exposure for company linked to CANSA

� Contribute to customer loyalty

� Nurturing relationship includes expanding reach of CRM Partner in other

CANSA projects

� Be part of our contribution and commitment to supporting the global United

Nations' Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs)

Be featured on our website (an average of 15 000 visitors per month), social media

channels and in our e-newsletters (reaching 40 000 subscribers). Your brand will

also be associated with the CANSA brand, which is well respected, and the public

will perceive you as a caring brand, helping to lower the cancer risk and provide

support to those affected by cancer.”

Contact us to and together we make an impact

Leillani Geduld - Corporate Relationship and Sporting Events Manager

lgeduld@cansa.org.za 082 303 1272|

Sam Chigumbura - Corporate Relationship and Sporting Events Manager

schigumbura@cansa.org.za 084 499 8783|
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“Education, screening and

emotional support costs money.

You can help CANSA raise the

money and awareness we need

to help the men, women and

children of South Africa, with

important health messages to

minimise their risk of getting

cancer, and help encourage

those who do have cancer.”
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CANSA is
B-BBEE compliant
serving a black
beneficiary base
of over 77%
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